FAVELA PAINTING DESIGN JOB LISTINGS 2016

Position: Architect/3D rendering and Visualisation Specialist/Algorithmic
designer
Location: Rotterdam
Start: April 2016
Haas&Hahn are looking for a talented Architect or 3D rendering and
visualization specialist with excellent rendering and animation skills. You
will be responsible for producing high quality 3D representations of future
painting projects by Haas&Hahn (renderings, animations and videos).
Experience with architectural, structural and or data visualisation. Ability
to integrate code into a 3D environment is an asset.
Requirements:
- 3+ years of proven experience in 3D architectural rendering, illustration
and graphic design at various scales in a large architecture office or
similar studio experience, as well as experience with animation and motion
graphics
- Extensive experience with common 3D design programs (AutoCad, 3D Max, VRay
for 3D max, Rhino, Adobe CS Suite).
- Fluency in written and spoken English (other languages are considered an
asset)
- Understanding of architecture and graphic disciplines
- Candidates with a degree in architecture and/or other related graphic
disciplines are preferred
- Team player
- Working flexible hours and being standby to communicate and work across
different timezones
When submitting work samples please indicate what your role was in the
creation of the image and what applications were employed. Might you have
work online please be sure to include a link in your application.
Please send your CV with contactdetails to: jobs@haasandhahn.com and answer
the below questions. Write your answers in Bold below the questions and keep
it short. Attach the edited document with your name added to the end of the

filename.

- What is the first reason why you would like this job?
Your answer.......
- How many years of professional or internship experience do you have?
- What and where did you study and when did you graduate?
- How old are you?
- Where are you situated?
--------

Position: Architect/Graphic Designer
Location: Rotterdam

Start: 2016
Haas&Hahn are looking for an allround designer with architectural
experience. The main focus will be on making schematic illustrations of
existing architectural structures and applying graphic designs to the
surfaces. We need someone who is strong in graphic design and experienced
with perspective and depth. Someone who can work with precision and be artdirected. Knowledge of 3D software highly appreciated. Perfect English and
preferably Portuguese language skills.
Requirements:
- 3+ years of proven experience in architecture rendering, illustration and
graphic design at various scales in a large architecture office or similar
studio experience.
- Extensive experience with 3D software (AutoCad, 3D Max, VRay for 3D max,
Rhino, Adobe CS Suite).
- Fluency in written and spoken English (other languages are considered an
asset)
- Understanding of architecture and graphic disciplines
- Candidates with a degree in architecture and/or other related graphic
discipline are preferred
- Team player
- Working flexible hours and being standby to communicate and work across
different timezones
When submitting work samples please indicate on the images what your role
was in the creation of the image and what applications were employed. Might
you have work online please be sure to include a link in your application.
Please send your CV with contact details to jobs@haasandhahn.com and answer
the below questions. Write your answers in Bold below the questions and keep
it short. Attach the edited document with your name added to the end of the
filename
- What is the first reason why you would like this job?
Your answer.......
- How many years of professional or internship experience do you have?
- What and where did you study and when did you graduate?
- How old are you?
- Where are you situated?
- What languages can you speak, read and write?
- Which design software do you work with on a professional level? This may

include 2D, 3D and audiovisual software.
- Describe your availability. How many days/hours a week. Specify the
days/hours as accurately as possible.
- Are you comfortable with working off hours and sometimes nights?
- What do you normally charge per day?
- What do you normally charge for a months work?
- Do you have a fast internet connection?
- Can we always reach you by email or phone?

